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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper focuses on the 15
th
 February, 2010 Maierato landslide in the Calabria region of 
Italy. The slide is believed to have been induced by heavy rainfall and happened just west of 
the town. The Italian basin of the Mediterranean and the peninsula are often affected by 
patterns of intense precipitation. About 2300 people have been evacuated just before the slide 
happened. No deaths or injuries have been reported. The authorities have predicted that a 
landslide could be happening as they have indicated the signs on the road (Figure A1) The 
town of Maierato was affected by slope instability not only due to the heavy rainfall but also 
due to the existing geological structure, the plastic properties of soil of sliding surface, infiltration 
of water into the soil , erosion of soil at the toe of the slide and increasing ground water level. Back 
analysis indicates that cohesion is the most critical factor contributing to slope stability 
 
 
 
 
Figure A1: Photo showing the landslide warning sign (http://virtualglobetrotting.com) 
extracted 17 July, 2010
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION: 
Landslides represent one of the most relevant natural hazards in Italy. Landslides do not 
occur in isolation; they are a product of their environment and in turn influence its condition. 
On February 15, 2010 in the Italian region of Calabria near the town of Maierato (Figure 1.0), 
a huge landslide (Figures 1.1a and 1.1b) occurred which has 32 villages having a population 
of 2,333 (2009 census). This slope movement phenomenon named the Maierato landslide 
affected the west part of the town and a few isolated housed were affected (Figure 1.2) and 
luckily no lives were lost. This landslide event was reported in all major medias around the 
globe. 
 
Figure 1.0: Location Map of Maierato, Calabria, ITALY 
MAIERATO, 
ITALY 
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Figure 1.1a: Aerial view of the landslide (toward NNE) 
( http://ilquotidianodellacalabria.ilsole24ore.com) Extracted 17July,2010 
 
Figure 1.1b: Aerial view of the landslide (toward East) 
(http://ilquotidianodellacalabria.ilsole24ore.com) Extracted 17 July, 2010. 
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Figure 1.2: Photo showing damaged house.(http://ilquotidianodellacalabria.ilsole24ore.com) 
Extracted 17 July, 2010. 
A  landslide event is defined as "the movement of a mass of rock, debris or earth 
down a slope" (Cruden 1991).A landslide is a geological phenomenon that can be triggered 
in several ways, including by intense or prolonged rainfall, by earthquake strong ground 
motion, by rapid snow melting and by volcanic activity. Mass movements can occur singly or 
in groups of several thousand. Landslides can involve flowing, sliding, toppling or falling 
movements, and many landslides exhibit a combination of these types of movements  
 (see Figure 1.3). 
The Maierato landslide according to international nomenclature (WP/WLI 1993; Cruden and 
Varnes 1996), could be a complex and composite roto-translational rock slide. 
In Italy, the most frequent types of movement are rotational and translational slides (33%), 
slow earth flows (15.5%) and rapid debris flows (15%).  
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The landscape at Maierato is hilly with an elevation of about (940ft) 290m 
(www.wolframalpha.com). The lithology and the attitude of bedding planes control the 
morphology of the slopes. Sedimentary rocks outcrop in the area, including (i) quaternary 
deposits, (ii) probable travertine, (iii) marl in various percentages, and (iv) thinly layered 
limestone. The geological age of the area spans the Pliocene-Miocene Epoch and Quaternary 
Period. The top of the landslide is located about (934ft) 285m  while the landslide foot is at 
(715ft) 218m  and it is about (938ft) 286m long and involves an area of approximately 
(2,852,433 ft
2
) 265,000 m
2
. The landslide on 15 February 2010 is considered the disrupted 
part whereas the after effects can be considered as the frontal mass. While these natural 
disasters are inevitable, information regarding its geological characteristics could hold the 
keys to reducing the potential caused. Every landslide is different and is best judged on a 
case by case basis. While the specific behavior of the landslide is often unpredictable, it is 
often speculative when intense rainfall occurs. The landslide could be as a result of the 
interaction of the diverse and complex environmental factors that includes conditioning and 
primary causes. The main landslide conditioning factors are the lithological and geological 
structures such as soil permeability, structure, slope and steepness. The primary causes are 
therefore geological, morphological and human. Slope failures have been known to threaten 
people, property and their livelihood. The economical and societal impact of these landslides 
can be tremendous. The trauma of having lived through the landslide can have profound 
debilitating psychological effects. Economic losses usually result from disruption of 
infrastructure such as the transportation and communication systems which are normally 
disrupted and that the land values are usually depreciated. 
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Figure 1.3: Slope Movement Classification (Varnes 1978). 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
Geological data for the first stage of evaluation were obtained from the Italian Geological 
Survey website. These datas indicate the general nature of the bedrock, probable depth of the 
rock strata and also any probably mineralogical effect.  
Maierato is located on the western side of the southern Apennine Mountain belt. This belt 
consists of a sedimentary complex built up during the Tertiary times by the thrusting of 
tectonics units. The Apenninic thrust systems were formed during Burdigalian to Messinian 
compressional events, developed during the Africa-Europe collision. Paleogene 
subduction/collision processes, active along a N-NW dipping Benioff plane beneath Sardinia, 
are documented by calc-alkaline volcanism (e.g., Savelli et al. 1979) and by formation of 
grabens and half-grabens (e.g., Cherchi and Montadert 1982). The eastward displacement of 
deep crustal units of the Calabrian arc terrane also occurred at this time. Since late 
Burdigalian- Langhian times, turbidites have accumulated within foredeeps formed in front 
of the Apenninic mountain chain.  
The basement rocks of schist and mica-gneiss which is the oldest rock (mostly Lower 
Paleozoic), were formed during the Alpine Orogeny. The presence of the low grade 
metamorphic units or degraded levels of gneiss, usually develop deep seated gravitational 
slope deformation. The geology is shown on the geological map extract and the stratigraphic 
succession (Figure 2.0) can be summarized as: 
Overlying the basement complex is the coarse sandstone of Lower Miocene. This is likely 
the first stage of transgression and marks the landward migration of the shoreline.  
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Overlying the Lower Miocene sandstone lies the evaporitic limestone which is of Late 
Miocene age. This represents the final stage of the transgression resulting in the marly type 
of rocks (calcarenite with sand, silt and clay) interbedded levels (Figure 2.1 and 2.2). The 
calcarenites are weakly lithified, easily erodible. This strata is characterised by elevated 
groundwater pressure. There is a high probability that the sliding surface is located in these 
deposits (Personal Comm, Pio di manna, Geological Survey Italy, 2010). 
Above the evaporitic limestone, is the Trubi Formation of Pliocene age. This represents the 
restoration of the open marine condition and a prominent feature of this formation is the 
rhythmic bedding of clay silt and sand. 
Clastic continental deposits of Pleistocene age outcrops generally as a flat area. These could 
probably be due to ancient erosional surfaces (paleosurfaces) that are carved out from the 
crystalline basement which were later filled by these continental deposits (Calcaterra et al, 
1996b). 
The Holocene Epoch marks the deposition of alluvial materials that normally outcrops near 
the rivers. Sands and fossiliferous conglomerates of Quaternary Period are common 
(Pers.Comm - Anna Rao). Also found here is the remnant of the old landslide debris.  
 
The bed strikes 280 degree and dips 30° South. 
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Figure 2.0: Geological Map of the Maierato region. 
 
Figure 2.1: Outcrop exposure showing the evaporitic limestone/ marl. 
( http://ilquotidianodellacalabria.ilsole24ore.com) Extracted 17 July, 2010 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Close up view of the evaporitic limestone/ marl exposure. 
10 cm 
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(http://commondatastorage.googleapis.com) Extracted 17 July, 2010 
CHAPTER 3 
 
TOPOGRAPHY AND SOIL 
 
The topography can be considered as an overall approach to the physiographic information 
which includes the underlying geologic structures, drainage patterns, total and local relief and 
the nature of the soil. These factors determine how the landslide would be generated.  
 
Figure 3.1a: Photograph  by NASA’s Advanced Land Imager EO-1 satellite after the 
landslide taken on 14 March, 2010. 
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Figure 3.1b: Photograph before the landslide taken on 13 March 2003 
(http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/ Extracted 20 June, 2010) 
The satellite photos (Figure 3.1a and 3.1b) shows the view of the area before and after the 
landslide. 
 
Figure 3.2: Photo showing the mass of soil after the landslide. 
( http://ilquotidianodellacalabria.ilsole24ore.com) Extracted 17 July, 2010 
As soil moisture increases beyond a certain threshold, instability due to specific topography 
creates a "sliding" layer. This failure plane slips, and the landmass breaks away, and moves 
downhill (Figure 3.2). 
Calabria is one of the most mountainous regions in Italy where 42% of the region is occupied 
by mountains, 49% hills and the remaining 9% plains. Maierato is considered to be located 
on the hilly terrain. 
The topographical features are controlled by the i) tectonics, ii) rock types and iii) climate. 
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Tectonics: - The mountain ranges trends N-S and mostly following the right angle to the 
orogenic compressive force. Major faults are such as those of Vibo Valentia (VV), Capo 
Vaticano (CV) and Lamezia (LA). These faults are still considered active and are 
approximately 20km wide and 30 km long. Tectonic waves can cause water-saturated soil to 
rearrange itself in such a way that it essentially becomes a suspension of solids in the liquid. 
However in the case of the Maierato landslide, it was believed that this wasn’t a factor at all. 
 
Figure 3.3: Seismotectonic map of Calabria (Geophys. J.Int (2002)) 
Rock Types: – Rock type plays an important role after the rise of the orogeny in shaping the 
corrugation of the topography. Hard rocks tend to stand higher compared to the softer rocks. 
In the Maierato landslide area, the rock type is of concretional silica limestone along with 
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marl. Distinguishing, limestone–marl alternations are observable in exposures because of 
differential weathering, the marls being subjected to greater deterioration. 
The soil is predominantly silty clay sediments. Land uses are mainly as arable land and 
orchard. The soils here are considered as Class II which means the soil has moderate 
limitations which reduces the choice of crops and requires moderate conservation practices 
(Figure 3.4). 
 
Figure 3.4: Landuse for orchards (http://virtualglobetrotting.com) Extracted 17 July 2010. 
Soils: 
Ap-Bw soil profile (0 –100 cm), very deep, with skeleton absent, medium texture, from sub-
alkaline to alkaline, very slightly calcareous, with high water supply, good drainage and 
moderate tendency to cracking during the dry season .USDA Soil Classification is Vertic 
Eutrudepts which states that these soils have a high coefficient of linear extensibility 
(COLE)  and do not have a densic, lithic, or paralithic contact within 50 cm of the soil 
surface. Most of the soils have gentle or moderate slopes as it is in Maierato. 
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Soil profile AC (100-250 cm), deep, with skeleton absent, moderately coarse textured, 
alkaline, moderately calcareous, with high water supply, good drainage. USDA Soil 
Clasification is Typic Udifluvents which states it do not have a linear extensibility of  cm 
or more between the mineral soil surface and either a depth of  cm or a densic, lithic, or 
paralithic contact, whichever is shallower. 
The presence of iron pan at the exposed surface (Figure 3.2) confirms the active movement 
of water at this depth and probably high proportion of allophone and carbon in this horizon. 
Climate: – The end process of the topographic development is usually caused by the climate 
whereby temperature and humidity too helps in the weathering and disintegration of the rock 
and precipitations assists in carrying out the weathered materials. 
Topographic information are obtained from the Earth Google Pro which is used to evaluate 
the site, elevations, gradients and the volumes of the landslide debris 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
RAINFALL AND TEMPERATURE 
 
In Italy, rainfall is the primary trigger of landslides. Though it does not directly trigger the 
failure, it however increases the pore pressures by changing the hydraulic, physical and 
mechanical properties of the soil and affects its vegetative cover. 
In Maierato it experiences mild winters, without sudden temperature changes and seldom any 
severe rainfall but generalised climate change in recent years means that variability is the 
order of the day. Temperatures represent the monthly averages observed (Figure 4.1). 
The high average annual rainfall rate 858 mm (Table 4.1) at Maierato and the concentration 
of rain in two wet seasons cause high moisture contents and/or saturation of a large 
portion of the soil column over a long time span and should therefore be seen as 
predisposing factors creating a margin of instability for the Maierato region. The total 
cumulative rainfall for the month of February 2010 was 193.6mm (Table 4.2) with the 
peak of 30.8mm on the day before the landslide (Figure 4.3). 
Many surface failures occur during or after rainfall. Rainfall is therefore the dominant source 
of water in the hydrologic system of the landslide. As the permeability of the soil/ rock (Marl 
– limestone) is high, and thus has a high infiltration rate.  
The increased rainfall raised the water table which increased the pore water pressure, which 
in turn reduced the shear resistance in the marine clay causing it to be a preferential failure 
zone. 
The mechanism by which the slope failure is caused is as follows: 
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i) Vertical infiltration process: where the rainwater infiltrates into the soil surface 
resulting in soil saturation and temporary rise in pore water pressure,  
ii) Process of seepage flow along the base rock: groundwater level rises to some 
level with time, 
iii) Slope failure process: this happens when the level of groundwater table exceeds 
the limit level. 
Based on observation of the video of the landslide available on the website at, the slide 
surface corresponds probably to the base of "Calcare di Base" (Ms). Calcare di Base is 
interpreted as evaporitic limestone.  Shortly after midnight on 14 February 2010 rainfall of 
approximately 25 mm fell in 14 hours. The estimated intensity was 1.78 mm/hr. The values 
were plotted on the graph on Figure 4.4, and it lies in the “well above the threshold” area.  
However the intensity is still below the world threshold limit established by Caine (1980) 
where Intensity = 14.82mm/hr and Duration = 0.39 hour. For Italy, the national mean 
intensity required to generate landslide is about 1.6mm/hr for T1 (0.5 < D < 600 hrs). Earlier 
on February 12, 2010, the rainfall condition is considered as “just below the threshold” when 
it rained for 3 hrs with about 10 mm. A minor landslide reactivation also occurred on 20 and 
21
st
 February, 2010. The total number of days it rained in February was 22. 
Year Av Monthly (mm) Av Annual (mm) Total Av (mm) 
2000 67 809 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
857.5 
2001 122 1459 
2002 77 919 
2003 56 674 
2004 78 934 
2005 74 884 
2006 65 782 
2007 53 636 
2008 58 692 
2009 66 786 
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Table 4.1: Precipitation from 2000 -2009 (Station: Lamezia Terme) 
 
 
Temperatures (Table 4.3) do indirectly play a role whereby it affects the soil temperature. 
Lower temperature implies a lower evapo-transperation rate. During the landslide event, the 
temperature is considered cool and thus evaporation and transpiration are lower compared to 
the middle of the year. 
Feb 2010   Avg Precip (mm) Cumulative prep ( mm) 
1   16.2 16.2 
2   1.0 17.2 
3   1.8 19.0 
4   0.0 19.0 
5   0.2 19.2 
6   14.4 33.6 
7   20.8 54.4 
8   3.4 57.8 
9   0.2 58.0 
10   29.6 87.6 
11   8.6 96.2 
12   18.2 114.4 
13   2.8 117.2 
14   30.8 148.0 
15 LANDSLIDE 9.8 157.8 
16   3.4 161.2 
17   4.8 166.0 
18   0.4 166.4 
19   0.0 166.4 
20   5.0 171.4 
21   1.8 173.2 
22   0.4 173.6 
23   1.6 175.2 
24   14.0 189.2 
25   4.4 193.6 
26   0.0 193.6 
27   0.0 193.6 
28   0.0 193.6 
 
Table 4.2: Precipitation for the month of February 2010 (Station: Lamezia Terme). 
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Table 4.3: Average monthly temperature 
(Station: Lamezia Terme). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Climate for Maierato, province of Vibo Valentia, Italy (Station: Lamezia Terme) 
 
 
Month Avg High ( F) Avg Low ( F ) 
Jan 57.2 42.8 
Feb 57.2 42.8 
Mar 60.8 44.6 
Apr 64.4 48.2 
May 71.6 53.6 
Jun 78.8 60.8 
Jul 84.2 64.4 
Aug 84.2 64.4 
Sep 80.6 60.8 
Oct 73.4 55.4 
Nov 64.4 48.2 
Dec 59 44.6 
Annual Average 
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Figure 4.2: Mean annual rainfall for the Maierato region from the year 2000 – 2009. 
 
  
Figure 4.3: Rainfall Precipitation for February 2010. 
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Based on the above chart (Figure 4.2) it shows a significant overall decline in rainfall at the 
Maierato area during the period immediately preceeding the landslide event. However it 
should be noted that the precipitation intensity increased just before the landslide happened. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Critical rainfall conditions defined by thresholds having different exceedance 
probability shown in the D-I plane. Legend: dark green, rainfall condition “well below the 
threshold”; light green, “below the threshold”; yellow, “on the threshold”; orange, “above the 
threshold”; red, “well above the threshold”. (After M. T. Brunetti et al, 2010) 
The diagram’s lowest line (in a log-log plane) which correspond to the minimum D-I 
conditions that can trigger a landslide. We can define conditions at various percentages. As 
an example, the rainfall threshold (RT) at 5% means "coarsely" that given 100 rainfall events 
that have triggered landslides, only 5 have D-I conditions lower than the RT. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
 
The landslide impacts various elements of environment such as the population, land cover, 
river/stream/lakes and the topology/morphology. The environmental disruptions are a 
combination of the above factors. Environmental impacts would eventually have 
socioeconomic effect on the people whereby they are affected due to damage to farms, roads, 
infrastructure, communication (Figure 5.1) and industrial establishment. 
Land cover in the Maierato region is mainly agricultural and it is believed that in the long 
course of time, the geotechnical properties of the soil would have been altered. The colloidal 
materials that support the soil are decomposed by the heavy rainfall and also by the use of 
acidic manure. 
The landslide have partially obstructed the the river Nia or "Scotrapitri", which also carries 
the waters of the industrial area and created a backup due to sedimentation risking the 
potential of a major flooding  Due to the landslide the authorities have imposed a temporary 
suspension on dumping, public sewer, wastewater including those resulting from the 
production processes. The river Scotrapiti eventually flows into Lake Angitola (surface area 
approximately 1.96 km²) which is located within a protected national park (Figure 5.2).  
Post landslide, it appears that some companies are making not only unauthorized discharges 
of domestic sewage, industrial wastewater, which eventually flows to the river. Analysis of 
the water showed the presence of chemicals (chlorides, sulphates, fluorite, copper, ammonia, 
and Escherichia coli) with values above the normal set. Even buildings at the top of the hill 
are in danger of collapsing (Figure 5.3) and the mud swept away whole streets (Figure 5.4)  
 and their water mains along with them, so Maierato now has no steady potable water supply. 
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Figure 5.1: Collapse of the electric power pylon ( http://www.youreporter.it)  
Extracted May ,2010 
 
Figure 5.2: View of Lake Angitola (www.calabriarealestate-investments.com).  
Extracted 10 August, 2010. 
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Figure 5.3: Houses in danger of collapse. http://virtualglobetrotting.com.Extracted July, 2010 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Damaged hillside road (http://news.xinhuanet.com) Extracted July, 2010 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
LANDSLIDE DYNAMICS   
 
Landslides occur when the driving forces tending to push soil and rock downhill equal or 
exceed the resisting forces holding it in place. In the case of Maierato, it is suspected that the 
failure of the slope is due to water pressure (elevated water table) in the pores or joints and 
that being triggered by reduced frictional strength due to soil saturation caused by intense 
rainfall. In the Maierato area, the landslides have been predicted to happen as there are 
indications such as cracked road (Figure 6.1), leaning utility poles, joints and fracture pattern 
(Figure 6.2) 
For a landslide to occur, three independent factors are involved: 
A) Weight of the soil-water system, (driving forces). 
B) Angle of the glide and 
C) Cohesion and Coefficient of the friction. (resisting forces). 
The presence of prairie grasses and tension cracks on the upper slope allow more rainfall to 
enter the soil. 
A)    Weight of soil-water system – weight of the soil in the dry state is much less than when 
it is wet.  
In the Maierato region, the weight of the marl is assumed to be in the range of 115 – 127 pcf. 
During the rainy period when the water table rises, the hydrostatic pressure supports some of 
the weight and in recession the weight of the soil will be supported by its own soil skeleton. 
This can only happen when the bed is porous. Hydrostatic pressure, P varies with depth 
according to the linear relationship, P = ρwgh, where ρw is the fluid density, g is the  
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gravitational constant and h is the depth of the column of fluid to the measured point. Since 
water is the fluid, the hydrostatic pressure gradient is: P = ρwgh = 62.4 psf 
 
Figure 6.1: Cracks appearing on road parallel to the line of movement. 
http://virtualglobetrotting.com. Extracted June, 2010. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Planar ledge in the clay layer. 
 http://virtualglobetrotting.com. Extracted June, 2010. 
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The contact plane between the beds acts as glide plane which experience a decrease in 
frictional coefficient during the wet months. In general, wet clays have lower strength than 
dry clays, and thus adsorption of water leads to reduced strength of clay-rich soils.The failure 
mode appears to be a dip-slope type failure. 
B)  Angle of glide – It is difficult to estimate but the angle of repose is the minimum angle of 
glide and generally for clay it is about 16 deg. In the Maierato region, angle of repose is 
believed to be about 15.6°. 
C) Cohesion and Coefficient of the friction (shear strength) -  
Factors affecting shear strength reduction: 
The Mohr-Coulomb Failure Criteria (Figure 6.3) for Shear Strength is widely used in the 
practice of geotechnical engineering, and is expressed as 

f
 = 
f
 tan + c 
 
Figure 6.3: Shear failure occurs when the Mohr circle is large enough to touch the failure 
envelope. Thus, no failure will occur at the point represented by Circle A, but failure will 
occur at the point represented by Circle B. 
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Figure 6.4:  Shear strength as a function of effective stress. Each data point represents the 
results of a laboratory test where: is Shear Strength, and and c are Strength Parameters. 
Failure happens when there is a critical combination of shear stress and effective normal 
stress develops. State of stress can be representated on the plot of shear stress(vs effective 
normal stress( '). Example of the stress state (from a straight line approximation to the 
curve over the range of ‘in the Figure 6.4) for sand and gravels are shown above and for 
clay, the stress condition for failure is obtained field. 
1. Adding water to the slope has two detrimental effects  causes increased pore pressure 
(Figure 6.5)  reduces cohesive component of shear strength. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5: Disturbing water forces(blue arrows) acting on the failure surface. 
 
 = cu 
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Water plays a significant role is destabilizing the slopes when it seeps from an exposed 
surface (Figure 6.6).  
2. Steepening the slope  reduces normal stress on the failure plane, and thus reduces 
friction component of shear strength (Figure 6.7). 
3. Bedding, jointing, or foliation parallel to slope or dipping out of slope  these 
discontinuities are low-strength zones along which the rock can fail and slide out of the slope 
(Figure 6.8). 
4. Intrinsically weak materials (e.g., deeply weathered, sheared, unconsolidated, or clay-rich 
materials). 
5. Undercutting the slope  reduces support. 
6. Removing vegetation, especially trees  loss of root strength, also increased water in soil 
due to reduced evaporation losses. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6: Tension crack on the upper slope. 
http://virtualglobetrotting.com. Extracted June, 2010. 
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Figure 6.7: Slope being steepened and road repaired after a minor landslip. 
http://virtualglobetrotting.com. Extracted 13 June, 2010. 
 
Figure 6.8: Minor landslide along the Circonvallazione Road  
http://virtualglobetrotting.com. Extracted 20 July, 2010. 
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  Figure 6.9: Map showing the approximate frontal landslide area.
250m 
216m 
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6.1: Liquefaction 
The passage of the earthquake waves through saturated loose granular or non-cohesive fine 
grain soil can induce a process termed liquefaction. Liquefaction occurs when the pore 
pressure in susceptible soil increases and pushes soil particles apart. In some cases this can 
change a granular material into what is effectively a heavy liquid, generating 'flow slides' that 
can be rapid and thus very damaging. Alternatively, the increase in pore pressure can reduce 
the normal stress in the slope, allowing the activation of translational and rotational failures. 
In Maierato, it is believed that liquefaction played a contributory role in the landslide though 
it is quite rare in Italy. This is confirmed by the report by Tertulliani A., and Cucci L., 
(Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Rome) where there are such effects. 
 
 
Figure 6.10: Topographical plan of the landslide area. (Contours are in meters). 
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Figure 6.11: Cross section of the Maierato profile from B. 
 
 
6.2: Volume of Landslide.  
 
To calculate the debris flow deposit volume, the following measurement values are used: 
 
The slope angle of the surface on which the landslide occurred was about 13 degrees before 
the disaster. The landslide's dimensions were about 216 m long, 250 m wide, and 18 m 
minimum depth. 
Area of the frontal landslide region (Figure 6.9) 
 
216 m x 250 m = 96,000 m
2
 (approx). 
 
Height of scarp = 18 m 
 
Therefore estimated volume = 96000 x 18 = 1,728,000 m
3
 
 
Geologically, the most part of the landslide mass consisted of the evaporitic limestone unit. 
 
6.3: Slope Stability Analysis 
 
A software stability computer program GSTABL7 Version 2.0 was used to back calculate the 
mobilized shear strength at failure. Back calculation of the slip surface used was estimated 
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from the slope failure surface such as the crown, surface geometry, and toe. The failure 
surface is assumed to be circular. The slope profile is determined from the contours of the 
topographic map (Figure 6.10 and 6.11). The slope profile in the GSTABL7 program is 
defined by using line segments where each line segments is specified by the X and Y 
coordinates of its node (Figure 6.14).  The pore water pressure within the soil mass is defined 
by the position of the phreatic surface within the slope.  For the cases simulated, the phreatic 
surface was specified near the top of the slope profile (water depth is estimated to be about 
20 feet below surface). The computed slip surface is presented in Figures 6.14-18. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.12: Photo showing slope profile B – A  
 
 For nearly circular slope failure, Figure 6.12 shows the actual profile (B-A) of slope failure.  
 
As there are currently no experimental data available at this time, geotechnical parameters 
(soil properties) to be within the normal ranges from similar soil types were selected. 
Generally for deep seated landslide the critical sliding surface occurs when the soil has a low  
 
friction angle with a high cohesion. 
 
B 
A 
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The cohesion (c) and friction angle () are the two parameters that define a linear relationship 
between "Normal Force" (ie pressure from weight perpendicular to the failure surface) and 
shear strength (ie resistance to sliding-shearing along the failure surface).  
In slope stability analysis, Factor of Safety (FS) is often defined as the resisting stresses 
dividing by the driving stresses.  This definition is referred to as the Limit Equilibrium 
procedure.  Incipient slopes failure occurs when the resisting stresses = the driving stress (i.e., 
FS = 1).  
Field conditions when you could have both  and c include:  (1) heavily over consolidated 
soils such as marl; (2) cemented soils; and (3) undrained conditions in saturated clayey soils 
and these are basically what we have at Maierato. 
After a landslide occurs, the shear strength parameters ( and c) can be back calculated 
assuming the geometry of the slope and subsurface information.   is the internal friction 
angle, and c is the cohesion intercepts (Figures 6.14 to 6.18). 
Friction angle () Cohesion (pcf) 
0 2785 
5 2180 
10 1565 
15 1000 
20 480 
25 40 
25.5 0 
 
Table 6.1: Table showing the results of the back analysis from the Maierato landslide 
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To date there are no Maierato Landslide site specific data regarding the physical and 
engineering properties of the various soil/rock strata.  To evaluate the landslide, a parametric 
study was performed varying strength parameters to achieve a FS = 1.  The results of this 
study are presented in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.13. For this evaluation, c varied between 0 psf 
and 2785 psf, and  varied between 0° and 25.5°.It is noted is that the failure surfaces will be 
different for these different combinations of cohesion and . 
At present the Maierato landslide is the case of "old one equation, two unknowns" problem.  
As so far there are no test results available, we can only imply that the material is extremely 
heterogeneous thus the purpose of sensitivity analysis results to say the soil must have had 
conditions between 0 to 2785 pcf.  It also indicates that the range of potential materials that 
would have an equivalent Factor of Safety of 1.  From Figure 6.13, a soil that is perfectly 
cohesive (ideal clay) then c=2785 pcf and the soil would be perfectly frictional (gravel and 
sand only) then phi=25.5. The other values would be the in between cases. Also to be noted 
is that the failure surface will be different for these different combinations of cohesion and 
phi for the soil at Maierato. 
At present the Maierato landslide is the case of "old one equation, two unknowns" 
problem.  There are many combinations of cohesion and phi which will eventually result in 
FS=1. 
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Figure 6.13: Linear develop of the cohesion- friction angle representative of the sliding 
surface in Maierato. 
 
The reason why this plot of Cohesion(c) versus Internal Frictional angle() was chosen is 
because: 1) We know that cohesion value cannot be less than zero; and we can find the 
maximum  value;  2) we have a good idea what value   is (due to other available datas 
from similar materials elsewhere) and need to find a cohesion value; ( value for a certain 
material usually falls within a range, cohesion can vary more and is usually influenced by 
consolidation of the material (long-term past geologic pressure), or natural cementation, or 
other factors (moisture content). In the case of Maierato we can safely say that the latter is 
the contributing factor. It should also be remembered that laboratory testing can help 
determine the appropriate pair of these parameters but the downside of these laboratory 
testing are: 
y = 0.8946x2 - 132.92x + 2799.5
R² = 0.9998
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 1) scale effects; (testing a small amount of sample from a large mass); 2) random spatial 
variability of the mass.  The more the testing, the more confidence we would have that the 
resultant strength parameters are representative of the mass.  
It would be very beneficial to plot the laboratory test results on this same c vs  plot, and 
select a c and  value from the FS=1 curve nearest to the centroid of the laboratory test 
results. Since we already have a failed slope therefore we have to find out what were the 
material properties at the time of failure (FS=1). The model calculated the c=0 and  = 25.5° 
when the ground was saturated at about 20 ft below surface (Figure 6.14). Geomaterials as a 
whole generally obeys the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion, and the fundamental parameters 
which are cohesion and friction angle and the c and  values (Table 6.1) gives the possible 
value of friction angle for chosen cohesion or vice versa. 
It would be interesting to note the characteristics of the Maierato landslide once laboratory 
datas are available and from there we can assume how the geological features 
of geomaterials plays a role and perhaps it could be very complicated form of failure. 
The sensitivity analysis indicates that cohesion is the most critical factor contributing to slope 
stability. As cohesion decreases so do the slope stability and the climatic factors contribute to 
the reduction of the cohesive component of the soil shear resistance. In terms of the strength 
properties, the friction angle is also related to the cohesion. 
The stability of the slope is increased if the water table has been lower as the pore water 
pressure value is the only time dependable variable. Also from the model, when the water 
table was lowered further, we found out that it recalculated the Factor of Safety to be 1.7 
(Figure 6.15) which is indicates a very stable slope. When the water table was raised to about 
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10 ft with c=0 and  = 25.5° (Figure 6.17), the FS =0.8. When c=2785 pcf and  = 0° with 
the water table about 20 ft below surface, the FS =0.99 (Figure 6.17). 
Just prior to failure at FS=1.002, c=1000 pcf and  15° (Figure 6.18) with the water table 
level at 20ft. A summary of such parameters is shown below (Table 6.2): 
 
Cohesion 
(pcf) 
Friction angle 
() 
Water table level 
below surface(ft) 
Factor of 
Safety 
Figure in 
text 
Appendix 
0 25.5 20 1 6.14 A 
0 25.5 190 1.747 6.15 B 
0 25.5 10 0.821 6.16 C 
2785 0 20 0.999 6.17 D 
1000 15 20 1.002 6.18 E 
 
Table 6.2: Summary of the GSTABL7 parameters used for the Maierato landslide.
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Figure 6.14: GSTABL7 output for Maierato slope Failure. 
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Figure 6.15: GSTABL7 output for Maierato slope when the water table is lowered. 
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Figure 6.16: GSTABL7 output for Maierato slope when the water table is raised. 
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Figure 6.17: GSTABL7 output for Maierato slope when the phi value is 0. 
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Figure 6.18: GSTABL7 output for Maierato slope just prior to failure.
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CHAPTER 7 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
The Maierato landslide is a geological phenomenon caused by heavy rainfall. Beside 
 the role played by gravity, it is also believed that the pore water pressure is the main  
triggering mechanism for this particular landslide. Since the mechanical properties of the  
soil types are strongly influenced by the water content, reduction of the cohesion and 
 friction angle coefficient are expected. Since the landslide inferred surface consisted  
of a bedding plane, it is expected that the cohesion should be zero and the friction angle  
as the main source of shear strength. The stability analysis indicates that the friction angle 
must be less than 25.5° to have caused the landslide. 
The engineering aspect of the soil /rocks is important and usually predictable as in this  
case. Aslo we have noted that geology such as its history, setting and structure are also 
important. The Maierato landslide should be viewed as a joined geological and rock  
mechanics entities whose complementary disciplines each contributes to the understanding of 
the situation. 
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APPENDIX A: 
** GSTABL7 by Garry H. Gregory, P.E. ** 
** Original Version 1.0, January 1996; Current Version 2.005, Sept. 2006 ** 
(All Rights Reserved-Unauthorized Use Prohibited) 
********************************************************************************* 
SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
Modified Bishop, Simplified Janbu, or GLE Method of Slices. 
(Includes Spencer & Morgenstern-Price Type Analysis) 
Including Pier/Pile, Reinforcement, Soil Nail, Tieback, 
Nonlinear Undrained Shear Strength, Curved Phi Envelope, 
Anisotropic Soil, Fiber-Reinforced Soil, Boundary Loads, Water 
Surfaces, Pseudo-Static & Newmark Earthquake, and Applied Forces. 
********************************************************************************* 
Analysis Run Date: 8/5/2010 Time of Run: 02:39PM 
Run By: Jaithish Capstone 
Input Data Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New  
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.in 
Output Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.OUT 
Unit System: English 
Plotted Output Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New 
Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.PLT 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: Maierato Landslide 
JJ: c = 0, phi 25.5 JULY 28, 2010 
BOUNDARY COORDINATES 
3 Top Boundaries 
7 Total Boundaries 
Boundary   X-Left    Y-Left    X-Right   Y-Right   Soil type 
No.        (ft)      (ft)      (ft)      (ft)       Below Bnd 
1   0.00  690.00  305.00  735.00   2 
2   305.00  735.00  980.00  920.00   2 
3   980.00  920.00  1640.00 1015.00  1 
4   980.00  920.00  1640.00 920.00   2 
5   0.00    540.00  1330.00 670.00   3 
6   1330.00 670.00  1640.00 820.00   4 
7   0.00    110.00  1330.00 670.00   4 
Default Y-Origin = 0.00(ft) 
Default X-Plus Value = 0.00(ft) 
Default Y-Plus Value = 0.00(ft) 
ISOTROPIC SOIL PARAMETERS 
4 Type(s) of Soil 
Soil  Total  Saturated  Cohesion  Friction  Pore   Pressure   Piez. 
Type  Unit Wt. Unit Wt.  Intercept  Angle  Pressure   Constant   Surface 
No.  (pcf)  (pcf)  (psf)  (deg)  Param.   (psf)   No  
1  115.0  120.0  0.0 25.0    0.00  0.0   1 
2  100.0  105.0  0.0  25.5  0.00   0.0   1 
3  120.0  125.0  0.0  32.0  0.00   0.0   1 
4  140.0  148.0  10000.0 0.0  0.00   0.0   1 
1 PIEZOMETRIC SURFACE(S) SPECIFIED 
Unit Weight of Water = 62.40 (pcf) 
Piezometric Surface No. 1 Specified by 4 Coordinate Points 
Pore Pressure Inclination Factor = 0.50 
Point X-Water Y-Water 
No.  (ft)  (ft) 
1  0.00  670.00 
2  305.00  725.00 
3  980.00  900.00 
4  1640.00 975.00 
A Critical Failure Surface Searching Method, Using A Random 
Technique For Generating Circular Surfaces, Has Been Specified. 
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2500 Trial Surfaces Have Been Generated. 
50 Surface(s) Initiate(s) From Each Of 50 Points Equally Spaced 
Along The Ground Surface Between X = 250.00(ft) and X = 350.00(ft) 
Each Surface Terminates Between X = 900.00(ft)and X =1100.00(ft) 
Unless Further Limitations Were Imposed, The Minimum Elevation 
At Which A Surface Extends Is Y = 0.00(ft) 
25.00(ft) Line Segments Define Each Trial Failure Surface. 
Following Are Displayed The Ten Most Critical Of The Trial 
Failure Surfaces Evaluated. They Are Ordered - Most Critical First. 
* * Safety Factors Are Calculated By The Modified Bishop Method * * 
Total Number of Trial Surfaces Attempted = 2500 
Number of Trial Surfaces With Valid FS = 2500 
Statistical Data On All Valid FS Values: 
FS Max = 1.746 FS Min = 1.000 FS Ave = 1.194 
Standard Deviation = 0.147 Coefficient of Variation = 12.34 % 
Failure Surface Specified By 35 Coordinate Points 
Point X-Surf Y-Surf 
No. (ft)   (ft) 
1 256.122  727.789 
2 280.519  722.329 
3 305.062  717.568 
4 329.730  713.511 
5 354.505  710.161 
6 379.365  707.521 
7 404.290  705.592 
8 429.261  704.376 
9 454.256  703.875 
10 479.255  704.088 
11 504.238  705.016 
12 529.184  706.657 
13 554.073  709.011 
14 578.884  712.075 
15 603.598  715.847 
16 628.194  720.324 
17 652.652  725.502 
18 676.952  731.377 
19 701.074  737.945 
20 724.998  745.199 
21 748.705  753.134 
22 772.176  761.743 
23 795.391  771.020 
24 818.332  780.957 
25 840.979  791.545 
26 863.314  802.776 
27 885.319  814.641 
28 906.976  827.130 
29 928.267  840.233 
30 949.175  853.940 
31 969.682  868.238 
32 989.773  883.117 
33 1009.430  898.563 
34 1028.637  914.566 
35 1045.468  929.423 
Circle Center At X = 459.298 ; Y = 1578.406 ; and Radius = 874.546 
Factor of Safety *** 1.000 *** 
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APPENDIX B: 
 
** GSTABL7 by Garry H. Gregory, P.E. ** 
** Original Version 1.0, January 1996; Current Version 2.005, Sept. 2006 ** 
(All Rights Reserved-Unauthorized Use Prohibited) 
********************************************************************************* 
SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
Modified Bishop, Simplified Janbu, or GLE Method of Slices. 
(Includes Spencer & Morgenstern-Price Type Analysis) 
Including Pier/Pile, Reinforcement, Soil Nail, Tieback, 
Nonlinear Undrained Shear Strength, Curved Phi Envelope, 
Anisotropic Soil, Fiber-Reinforced Soil, Boundary Loads, Water 
Surfaces, Pseudo-Static & Newmark Earthquake, and Applied Forces. 
********************************************************************************* 
Analysis Run Date: 8/2/2010 Time of Run: 04:16PM 
Run By: Jaithish Capstone 
Input Data Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.in 
Output Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.OUT 
Unit System: English 
Plotted Output Filename:C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New 
Folder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.PLT 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: example 
c=0-25.5 JULY 28, 2010 
BOUNDARY COORDINATES 
3 Top Boundaries 
7 Total Boundaries 
Boundary  X-Left  Y-Left  X-Right Y-Right       Soil Type 
No.   (ft)   (ft)  (ft)  (ft)        Below Bnd 
1   0.00  690.00 305.00   735.00  2 
2   305.00   735.00 980.00  920.00   2 
3   980.00          920.00 1640.00  1015.00  1 
4   980.00   920.00 1640.00  920.00   2 
5   0.00  540.00 1330.00  670.00   3 
6   1330.00         670.00 1640.00  820.00   4 
7   0.00   110.00 1330.00  670.00   4 
Default Y-Origin = 0.00(ft) 
Default X-Plus Value = 0.00(ft) 
Default Y-Plus Value = 0.00(ft) 
ISOTROPIC SOIL PARAMETERS 
4 Type(s) of Soil 
Soil Total   Saturated Cohesion           Friction Pore Pressure Piez. 
Type      Unit Wt.        Unit Wt.             Intercept Angle Pressure        Constant           Surface 
No.   (pcf)     (pcf)        (psf)            (deg)            Param.         (psf)          No. 
1  115.0    120.0    0.0     25.0  0.00  0.0  1 
2  100.0    105.0    0.0     25.5  0.00  0.0  1 
3  120.0    125.0    0.0     32.0  0.00   0.0      1 
4  140.0    148.0    10000.0   0.0        0.00   0.0  1 
1 PIEZOMETRIC SURFACE(S) SPECIFIED 
Unit Weight of Water = 62.40 (pcf) 
Piezometric Surface No. 1 Specified by 4 Coordinate Points 
Pore Pressure Inclination Factor = 0.50 
Point X-Water Y-Water 
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No.  (ft)   (ft) 
1  0.00   500.00 
2  305.00          500.00 
3  980.00          500.00 
4  1640.00  500.00 
A Critical Failure Surface Searching Method, Using A Random 
Technique For Generating Circular Surfaces, Has Been Specified. 
2500 Trial Surfaces Have Been Generated. 
50 Surface(s) Initiate(s) From Each Of 50 Points Equally Spaced 
Along The Ground Surface Between X = 250.00(ft)and X = 350.00(ft) 
Each Surface Terminates Between X = 900.00(ft)and X =1100.00(ft) 
Unless Further Limitations Were Imposed, The Minimum Elevation 
At Which A Surface Extends Is Y = 0.00(ft) 
25.00(ft) Line Segments Define Each Trial Failure Surface. 
Following Are Displayed The Ten Most Critical Of The Trial 
Failure Surfaces Evaluated. They Are 
Ordered - Most Critical First. 
* * Safety Factors Are Calculated By The Modified Bishop Method * * 
Total Number of Trial Surfaces Attempted = 2500 
Number of Trial Surfaces With Valid FS = 2500 
Statistical Data On All Valid FS Values: 
FS Max = 3.385 FS Min = 1.747 FS Ave = 2.420 
Standard Deviation = 0.438 Coefficient of Variation = 18.09 % 
Failure Surface Specified By 26 Coordinate Points 
Point X-Surf Y-Surf 
No.  (ft)     (ft) 
1  341.836 745.096 
2  366.440 749.528 
3  391.009 754.148 
4  415.543 758.956 
5  440.039 763.950 
6  464.496 769.132 
7  488.913 774.500 
8  513.288 780.054 
9  537.620 785.794 
10  561.908 791.720 
11  586.149 797.831 
12  610.344 804.127 
13  634.489 810.608 
14  658.584 817.272 
15  682.628 824.120 
16  706.619 831.152 
17  730.555 838.367 
18  754.436 845.764 
19  778.259 853.343 
20  802.024 861.104 
21  825.729 869.046 
22  849.372 877.169 
23  872.953 885.472 
24  896.470 893.955 
25  919.921 902.617 
26  928.737 905.950 
Circle Center At X = -225.888 ; Y = 3967.648 ; and Radius = 3272.179 
Factor of Safety*** 1.747 ***
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APPENDIX C: 
** GSTABL7 by Garry H. Gregory, P.E. ** 
** Original Version 1.0, January 1996; Current Version 2.005, Sept. 2006 ** 
(All Rights Reserved-Unauthorized Use Prohibited) 
********************************************************************************* 
SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
Modified Bishop, Simplified Janbu, or GLE Method of Slices. 
(Includes Spencer & Morgenstern-Price Type Analysis) 
Including Pier/Pile, Reinforcement, Soil Nail, Tieback, 
Nonlinear Undrained Shear Strength, Curved Phi Envelope, 
Anisotropic Soil, Fiber-Reinforced Soil, Boundary Loads, Water 
Surfaces, Pseudo-Static & Newmark Earthquake, and Applied Forces. 
********************************************************************************* 
Analysis Run Date: 8/2/2010 Time of Run: 04:28PM 
Run By: Jaithish Capstone 
Input Data Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.in 
Output Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.OUT 
Unit System: English 
Plotted Output Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.PLT 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: MAIERATO LANDSLIDE 
c=0-25.5 JULY 28, 2010 
BOUNDARY COORDINATES 
3 Top Boundaries 
7 Total Boundaries 
Boundary  X-Left  Y-Left  X-Right  Y-Right  Soil Type 
No.   (ft)   (ft)  (ft)   (ft)  Below Bnd 
1   0.00   690.00 305.00   735.00  2 
2   305.00   735.00 980.00   920.00   2 
3   980.00   920.00 1640.00   1015.00  1 
4   980.00   920.00 1640.00   920.00   2 
5   0.00   540.00 1330.00   670.00   3 
6   1330.00  670.00 1640.00   820.00   4 
7   0.00   110.00 1330.00   670.00   4 
Default Y-Origin = 0.00(ft) 
Default X-Plus Value = 0.00(ft) 
Default Y-Plus Value = 0.00(ft) 
ISOTROPIC SOIL PARAMETERS 
4 Type(s) of Soil 
Soil Total   Saturated Cohesion           Friction Pore Pressure Piez. 
Type      Unit Wt.        Unit Wt.             Intercept Angle Pressure        Constant           Surface 
No.   (pcf)     (pcf)        (psf)            (deg)            Param.         (psf)   No. 
1  115.0   120.0     0.0     25.0      0.00    0.0  1 
2  100.0   105.0    0.0     25.5      0.00     0.0  1 
3  120.0   125.0     0.0     32.0      0.00     0.0 1 
4  140.0  148.0  10000.0    0.0       0.00    0.0 1 
1 PIEZOMETRIC SURFACE(S) SPECIFIED 
Unit Weight of Water = 62.40 (pcf) 
Piezometric Surface No. 1 Specified by 4 Coordinate Points 
Pore Pressure Inclination Factor = 0.50 
Point X-Water Y-Water 
No.  (ft)   (ft) 
1  0.00   680.00 
2  305.00   735.00 
3  980.00   910.00 
4  1640.00  1005.00 
A Critical Failure Surface Searching Method, Using A Random 
Technique For Generating Circular Surfaces, Has Been Specified. 
2500 Trial Surfaces Have Been Generated. 
50 Surface(s) Initiate(s) From Each Of 50 Points Equally Spaced 
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Along The Ground Surface Between X = 250.00(ft)and X = 350.00(ft) 
Each Surface Terminates Between X = 900.00(ft)and X =1100.00(ft) 
Unless Further Limitations Were Imposed, The Minimum Elevation 
At Which A Surface Extends Is Y = 0.00(ft) 
25.00(ft) Line Segments Define Each Trial Failure Surface. 
C:italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.OUT Page 3 
Following Are Displayed The Ten Most Critical Of The Trial 
Failure Surfaces Evaluated. They Are Ordered - Most Critical First. 
* * Safety Factors Are Calculated By The Modified Bishop Method * * 
Total Number of Trial Surfaces Attempted = 2500 
Number of Trial Surfaces With Valid FS = 2500 
Statistical Data On All Valid FS Values: 
FS Max = 1.453 FS Min = 0.821 FS Ave = 1.046 
Standard Deviation = 0.170 Coefficient of Variation = 16.26 % 
Failure Surface Specified By 31 Coordinate Points 
Point X-Surf Y-Surf 
No.  (ft)   (ft) 
1  252.041  727.186 
2  276.909  724.625 
3  301.835  722.703 
4  326.802  721.420 
5  351.794  720.777 
6  376.794  720.775 
7  401.786  721.414 
8  426.753  722.693 
9  451.679  724.611 
10  476.548  727.168 
11  501.344  730.361 
12  526.049  734.189 
13  550.648  738.649 
14  575.124  743.737 
15  599.463  749.452 
16  623.646  755.788 
17  647.660  762.742 
18  671.487  770.309 
19  695.112  778.485 
20  718.521  787.263 
21  741.696  796.638 
22  764.624  806.604 
23  787.288  817.155 
24  809.675  828.283 
25  831.769  839.981 
26  853.556  852.242 
27  875.022  865.057 
28  896.152  878.418 
29  916.933  892.316 
30  937.351  906.742 
31  940.678  909.223 
Circle Center At X = 364.374 ; Y = 1696.033 ; and Radius = 975.337 
Factor of Safety*** 0.821 *** 
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APPENDIX D: 
** GSTABL7 by Garry H. Gregory, P.E. ** 
** Original Version 1.0, January 1996; Current Version 2.005, Sept. 2006 ** 
(All Rights Reserved-Unauthorized Use Prohibited) 
********************************************************************************* 
SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
Modified Bishop, Simplified Janbu, or GLE Method of Slices. 
(Includes Spencer & Morgenstern-Price Type Analysis) 
Including Pier/Pile, Reinforcement, Soil Nail, Tieback, 
Nonlinear Undrained Shear Strength, Curved Phi Envelope, 
Anisotropic Soil, Fiber-Reinforced Soil, Boundary Loads, Water 
Surfaces, Pseudo-Static & Newmark Earthquake, and Applied Forces. 
********************************************************************************* 
Analysis Run Date: 8/5/2010   Time of Run: 03:02PM 
Run By: Jaithish Capstone 
Input Data Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.in 
Output Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.OUT 
Unit System: English 
Plotted Output Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.PLT 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: Maierato Lanslide 
 c = 2785, phi 0 
BOUNDARY COORDINATES 
3 Top Boundaries 
7 Total Boundaries 
Boundary X-Left   Y-Left   X-Right   Y-Right   Soil Type 
No.       (ft)     (ft)          (ft)       (ft)      Below Bnd 
1          0.00     690.00    305.00    735.00         2 
2         305.00  735.00    980.00    920.00         2 
3         980.00  920.00    1640.00   1015.00          1 
4         980.00  920.00    1640.00   920.00            2 
5         0.00     540.00    1330.00   670.00           3 
6         1330.00 670.00    1640.00   820.00            4 
7         0.00    110.00    1330.00   670.00            4 
Default Y-Origin = 0.00(ft) 
Default X-Plus Value = 0.00(ft) 
Default Y-Plus Value = 0.00(ft) 
ISOTROPIC SOIL PARAMETERS 
4 Type(s) of Soil 
Soil Total   Saturated Cohesion           Friction Pore Pressure Piez. 
Type      Unit Wt.        Unit Wt.             Intercept Angle Pressure        Constant           Surface 
No.   (pcf)     (pcf)        (psf)            (deg)            Param.         (psf)   No. 
1  115.0  120.0   0.0      25.0    0.00  0.0 1 
2  100.0  105.0   2785.0     0.0     0.00  0.0  1 
3  120.0  125.0  0.0      32.0    0.00  0.0 1 
4  140.0  148.0   10000.0    0.0     0.00  0.0 1 
1 PIEZOMETRIC SURFACE(S) SPECIFIED 
Unit Weight of Water = 62.40 (pcf) 
Piezometric Surface No. 1 Specified by 4 Coordinate Points 
Pore Pressure Inclination Factor = 0.50 
Point X-Water Y-Water 
No. (ft)    (ft) 
1  0.00     670.00 
2  305.00   725.00 
3  980.00   900.00 
4  1640.00 975.00 
A Critical Failure Surface Searching Method, Using A Random 
Technique For Generating Circular Surfaces, Has Been Specified. 
2500 Trial Surfaces Have Been Generated. 
50 Surface(s) Initiate(s) From Each Of 50 Points Equally Spaced 
Along The Ground Surface Between X = 250.00(ft) and X = 350.00(ft) 
Each Surface Terminates Between X = 900.00(ft)and X =1100.00(ft) 
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Unless Further Limitations Were Imposed, The Minimum Elevation 
At Which A Surface Extends Is Y = 0.00(ft) 
25.00(ft) Line Segments Define Each Trial Failure Surface. 
Following Are Displayed The Ten Most Critical Of The Trial 
Failure Surfaces Evaluated. They Are Ordered - Most Critical First. 
* * Safety Factors Are Calculated By The Modified Bishop Method * * 
Total Number of Trial Surfaces Attempted = 2500 
Number of Trial Surfaces With Valid FS = 2500 
Statistical Data On All Valid FS Values: 
FS Max = 11.202 FS Min = 0.999 FS Ave = 1.605 
Standard Deviation = 0.847 Coefficient of Variation = 52.79 % 
Failure Surface Specified By 42 Coordinate Points 
Point X-Surf Y-Surf 
No.  (ft)           (ft) 
1  258.163     728.090 
2  277.713     712.508 
3  297.969     697.855 
4  318.887     684.164 
5  340.421     671.463 
6  362.523     659.781 
7  385.147     649.144 
8  408.243     639.573 
9  431.760     631.091 
10  455.647    623.715 
11  479.852    617.461 
12  504.323   612.344 
13  529.006    608.375 
14  553.847    605.561 
15  578.792   603.910 
16  603.787    603.424 
17  628.778    604.105 
18  653.710    605.952 
19  678.528    608.960 
20  703.179    613.122 
21  727.609    618.431 
22  751.765    624.873 
23  775.594    632.436 
24  799.043    641.102 
25  822.063    650.853 
26  844.603    661.668 
27  866.614    673.522 
28  888.047    686.391 
29  908.857    700.246 
30  928.998    715.056 
31  948.425    730.790 
32  967.098    747.414 
33  984.974    764.891 
34  1002.015  783.183 
35  1018.185   802.250 
36  1033.447   822.051 
37  1047.768   842.542 
38  1061.118   863.680 
39  1073.466   885.417 
40  1084.787   907.707 
41  1095.056   930.500 
42  1097.598   936.927 
Circle Center At X = 601.656 ; Y = 1138.899 ; and Radius = 535.491 
Factor of Safety *** 0.999 *** 
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APPENDIX E 
GSTABL7 by Garry H. Gregory, P.E. ** 
** Original Version 1.0, January 1996; Current Version 2.005, Sept. 2006 ** 
(All Rights Reserved-Unauthorized Use Prohibited) 
********************************************************************************* 
SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
Modified Bishop, Simplified Janbu, or GLE Method of Slices. 
(Includes Spencer & Morgenstern-Price Type Analysis) 
Including Pier/Pile, Reinforcement, Soil Nail, Tieback, 
Nonlinear Undrained Shear Strength, Curved Phi Envelope, 
Anisotropic Soil, Fiber-Reinforced Soil, Boundary Loads, Water 
Surfaces, Pseudo-Static & Newmark Earthquake, and Applied Forces. 
********************************************************************************* 
Analysis Run Date: 8/5/2010 Time of Run: 02:45PM 
Run By: Jaithish Capstone 
Input Data Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.in 
Output Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.OUT 
Unit System: English 
Plotted Output Filename: C:\Documents and Settings\calabrcr.GEOSYSTEMS\Desktop\New Fo 
lder\italy sl.in c=0 phi = 25.5.PLT 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: Maierato Lanslide 
c = 1000, phi 15 
BOUNDARY COORDINATES 
3 Top Boundaries 
7 Total Boundaries 
Boundary  X-Left   Y-Left  X-Right  Y-Right  Soil Type 
No.   (ft)   (ft)  (ft)   (ft)   Below Bnd 
1   0.00   690.00  305.00   735.00   2 
2   305.00   735.00  980.00   920.00    2 
3   980.00   920.00  1640.00   1015.00  1 
4   980.00   920.00 1640.00   920.00   2 
5   0.00   540.00  1330.00   670.00   3 
6   1330.00  670.00  1640.00   820.00   4 
7   0.00   110.00  1330.00   670.00   4 
Default Y-Origin = 0.00(ft) 
Default X-Plus Value = 0.00(ft) 
Default Y-Plus Value = 0.00(ft) 
ISOTROPIC SOIL PARAMETERS 
4 Type(s) of Soil 
4 Type(s) of Soil 
Soil Total   Saturated Cohesion           Friction Pore Pressure Piez. 
Type      Unit Wt.        Unit Wt.             Intercept Angle Pressure        Constant           Surface 
No.   (pcf)     (pcf)        (psf)            (deg)            Param.         (psf)   No. 
1  115.0  120.0  0.0    25.0         0.00  0.0  1 
2  100.0  105.0  1000.0    15.0         0.00  0.0 1 
3  120.0   125.0  0.0   32.0         0.00 0.0 1 
4  140.0   148.0  10000.0   0.0         0.00  0.0  1 
1 PIEZOMETRIC SURFACE(S) SPECIFIED 
Unit Weight of Water = 62.40 (pcf) 
Piezometric Surface No. 1 Specified by 4 Coordinate Points 
Pore Pressure Inclination Factor = 0.50 
Point X-Water  Y-Water 
No.  (ft)  (ft) 
1  0.00  670.00 
2  305.00  725.00 
3  980.00   900.00 
4  1640.00  975.00 
A Critical Failure Surface Searching Method, Using A Random 
Technique For Generating Circular Surfaces, Has Been Specified. 
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2500 Trial Surfaces Have Been Generated. 
50 Surface(s) Initiate(s) From Each Of 50 Points Equally Spaced 
Along The Ground Surface Between X = 250.00(ft) and X = 350.00(ft) 
Each Surface Terminates Between X = 900.00(ft) and X =1100.00(ft) 
Unless Further Limitations Were Imposed, The Minimum Elevation 
At Which A Surface Extends Is Y = 0.00(ft) 
25.00(ft) Line Segments Define Each Trial Failure Surface. 
Following Are Displayed The Ten Most Critical Of The Trial 
Failure Surfaces Evaluated. They Are Ordered - Most Critical First. 
* * Safety Factors Are Calculated By The Modified Bishop Method * * 
Total Number of Trial Surfaces Attempted = 2500 
Number of Trial Surfaces With Valid FS = 2500 
Statistical Data On All Valid FS Values: 
FS Max = 5.003 FS Min = 1.002 FS Ave = 1.247 
Standard Deviation = 0.319 Coefficient of Variation = 25.54 % 
Failure Surface Specified By 40 Coordinate Points 
Point X-Surf Y-Surf 
No.   (ft)   (ft) 
1  252.041   727.186 
2  273.974  715.189 
3  296.365   704.069 
4  319.179   693.845 
5  342.379  684.532 
6  365.931   676.145 
7  389.795   668.697 
8  413.936  662.200 
9  438.316  656.664 
10  462.895   652.098 
11  487.636  648.508 
12  512.500  645.901 
13  537.447  644.280 
14  562.439  643.648 
15  587.436  644.006 
16  612.400  645.354 
17  637.291  647.689 
18  662.069   651.008 
19  686.697  655.306 
20  711.136  660.575 
21  735.346  666.808 
22  759.291  673.994 
23  782.933  682.123 
24  806.234  691.182 
25  829.158   701.156 
26  851.669  712.030 
27  873.732   723.786 
28  895.313   736.407 
29  916.376  749.873 
30  936.890   764.162 
31  956.822  779.253 
32  976.141   795.120 
33  994.817   811.740 
34  1012.819  829.087 
35  1030.121  847.132 
36  1046.695  865.849 
37  1062.515  885.207 
38  1077.555  905.176 
39  1091.794  925.726 
40  1099.048  937.136 
Circle Center At X = 565.858 ; Y = 1274.676 ; and Radius = 631.051 
Factor of Safety *** 1.002 *** 
